Seahorse Gallery

-Go around the gallery and find two species of seahorses that are different from the ones you know about.

___________________________________________________________________

________________

-Where do these unusual seahorses live ______________

___________________________________________________________________

Cove Forest

-Can you spot any birds today? Can you hear the sounds they are making?________________________

___________________________________________________________________

-What do you see the otters doing?________________

___________________________________________________________________

-List two things you learned from the staff member that wasn't on the sign.________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Discovery Hall

-Listen to the sounds when you walk into this exhibit. What do you hear?

____________________________

_____________________

-Listen to the sounds of the frogs. Try to repeat them!

-Go touch the sturgeon. What do they feel like? What are two facts about them that the staff member men-
**Delta**
- Can you name a few animals that might live in the wetlands? What about trees that live there?

- Imagine living in the wetlands. What animals would you be? What would you be doing?

**River Giants**
- Pick two giants. What continent do they live one?

- What do they both have in common?

- Which giant is the biggest one in the exhibit?
**Sharks/Stingrays**

- What are three facts the Aquarium Staff member mentioned about either the stingray or shark in the exhibit._____________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________________

- Where do the sharks like to hide in the exhibit?____
  _______________________________________________________________________

BONUS: Can you find an animal that is not a fish?

**Butterflies**

- Find two of your favorite butterflies and describe them.________________________________________________________

- What are some items the butterflies could blend into?
  _______________________________________________________________________

- How can you help to protect these creatures to keep them safe in our exhibit?
  _______________________________________________________________________

**Penguins**

- Walk like a penguin!

- Go look for the sign to the right of the curved window that lists the penguins’ names. Is your penguin a Macaroni or a Gentoo? Now choose the color wing band your penguin is wearing. There is the penguins name! ______________________________________

- Feel the water. This is how cold the water is when the penguins swim in it! Could you live in this water?________________________________________________________

- Name one predator they have___________________
**Secret Reef**

-Sit on the bench. What do you hear?___________

-Can you spot the turtles and shark? Who is the unique turtle that is located in the tank down the ramp.____

________________________________________________________________________________________

EXTRA: Go on the underwater journey on the journey behind you!

---

**Jellies**

-Sit in the moon jelly room. Notice the temperature and the sounds. Describe them________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

-What do the mirrors make you see?__________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________